CONTROL BOX MOUNTING:
NOTA: El control box must be mounted to allow access to the temperature adjusting screw and keep control away from high heat sources, such as unvented ovens or platters.
1. Central control box for freestanding Mounting Do not apply to this Line Models 1240-3710.
   a. Insert white plastic clips through holes in control box tabs.
   b. Place control box in fast batten.
   c. Align nails with batten in batten.
   d. Place control box in batten.
   e. Use pony and light batten to top over toaster flush with counter.
2. Other Mounting Locations:
   a. Do not use 1/4” batten or 3/8” batten in mounting location.
   b. Use plastic clips or sheet metal screws to attach control to the mounting location.

TEMPERATURE SENSOR INSTALLATION: Fig. 1
NOTA: Select sensor mounting location for the location the b. Temperature sensor requires access to the lining of the oven or a surface on the convection chamber. It is recommended to allow access to both sides.
1. Remove Quick Mount rail, button and four small pegs from pegs bag.
2. Remove paper hanging below the Quick Mount rail, ensure the rail is in the base of the oven. Place the sensor on the side of the oven to allow access to the temperature sensor.
3. Place sensor on button on either side and, insert sensor through it.

Fig. 1

PROBLEMAS
Fan does not turn on with AC thermistor.
1. Is fuse in holder and 220 volt resistor not grounded?
2. Is 3 pin connector detective (connect properly).
3. Is 3 pin connector incorrect (check wiring).
4. Is fan located inside the oven? (check).
5. Is fan located on the top or bottom of the oven?
6. Is fan located inside the oven?
7. Is fan located on the side of the oven?
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